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                                        Disneyland: interesting facts and travel tips
                                    

                                    
                                        Disneyland is an amusement park founded in 1955 by American entrepreneur Walt Disney. The park is located in Anaheim, California, USA. Disney came up with the idea for Disneyland after he visited an amusement park in New York where he saw children having fun and enjoying the rides. Disney decided to create a park where […]
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                                        Disney Pixar is turning children into adults – and adults into children
                                    

                                    
                                        Disney Pixar is not only responsible for some of the greatest cartoons of all time, but also for helping to shape the minds of children and adults alike. The company has a unique understanding of what makes people tick, and this is evident in their films. Finding Nemo, Toy Story, and other classics offer deeper […]
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                                        Blue Sky Studios
                                    

                                    
                                        Blue Sky Studios was founded in 1987 and has been owned by 20th Century Fox since 1997.
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                                        Walt Disney Animation Studios
                                    

                                    
                                        Disney’s acclaimed studio has been making feature films since 1937 with the release of the critically successful Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 
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                                        Industrial light and Magic Animation Studio
                                    

                                    
                                        ILM has worked on hundreds of projects, including countless box office hits.
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                                        DreamWorks Animation
                                    

                                    
                                        DreamWorks Animation films have been distributed all over the world, earning them 22 Emmys, several Annie Awards, 3 Academy Awards, and many BAFTA and Golden Globe nominations
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The Best Animation Studios
			Whether a hand-drawn masterpiece of the past or a modern CGI film, the art of animation has been charming us with captivating characters, stories, and worlds for nearly a century.



 

As always, studios all over the globe are looking for the best animators to help them create their next big project.



 

To help give aspiring animators an idea of the best places they could find themselves working at, the following is a list of the top animation companies across the world.
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DR Bet is a new online casino on the UK market. You can find here not only popular casino games, blackjack, poker, roulette but also betting options











The best tool to convert m4a file to mp3 online. 100% free, secure and easy to use converter!











Online casinos in Singapore offer a wide variety of games and bonuses. A reliable online casino should be accessible at any time of the day, have customer service that’s friendly and quick to respond.











If you are interested in starting a child care business, Bestllcservices.co features a step-by-step guide. Also, consider and plan for ways to strengthen and enrich your business.














The www.nongamstopwager.com website is the best place with offshore casino sites. You don’t have to worry about the safety of your hard-earned money!











If you are interested in the latest vehicle parts and accessories reviews, the jeepzine.com blog can help you search for it!











Get secure and fast Internet access everywhere in the world with eSIMPlus. Stay in touch with friends and relatives without additional search for internet providers in a new country for travel.











Explore the vibrant world of online gaming at Nettcasino.com; it’s where the best casinos come to life!














Reviews of online casinos with fast payouts in Australia: https://betpokies.com/fast-payout-casinos. Fast payouts to PayID, PayPal, CreditCards and other systems.











Sometimes, kids need braces. Our clinic provides orthodontics for children with a free evaluation!











At UADates you can find Russian single women chat, dating and marriege. Free registration and 100% verified profiles. Join Free!








Animated features often perform well at the box office, with films such as ‘Shrek’, ‘Finding Nemo’ and ‘Minions’ proving to be hits with children and adults alike across the globe. Between 1995 and 2019, the highest grossing animated movie at the North American box office was Brad Bird’s ‘Incredibles 2’, earning around 200 million U.S. dollars more than other beloved Disney favorites ‘The Lion King’ and ‘Frozen’.


















Disney has a profound effect on the animated movie market, having also released ‘Moana’, Wreck-It Ralph’ and ‘Tangled’. The company’s latest projects include remakes of classic movies ‘The Lion King’, ‘Mulan’ and ‘Dumbo’. The impressive CGI which creates photorealistic effects has incited debates about whether the movies are live-action or animated and paved the way for a whole new breed of cinema. Animation has indeed come a long way, and the 3D animation market in the U.S. has been growing steadily since 2014 with further increases predicted for the coming years.
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				Animation Market
			In 2018, the global animation market was worth 259 billion U.S. dollars, and is expected to grow to 270 billion by 2020. Animation is big business, with consumers increasingly expecting higher quality graphics in gaming, better visual effects in movies and a more immersive consumption experience wherever they go.
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